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INTRODUCTION
If you were considering buying land, say 20 acres, you would want to first visit the land. You
would need to check out its geographic features, the availability of water, did it perk for septic,
are there suitable sites for building? You would also want to consider things such as taxes, zoning,
etc. before buying the land. In essence, you are using your five senses plus intuition and
rationalization to make your decision as to whether or not this would a good investment for your
money. But what if your five senses and reasoning ability was not enough to assess the intrinsic
value of the land you were considering? What if the hidden value of the land can not be
determined with your normal sensory abilities? What then? How are you going to do a
compressive evaluation of the land?
The land around Tamassee, SC does in fact have intrinsic value that can not be observed with
your normal senses and business acumen. These other values can only be evaluated through the
use of Native Science and dowsing. The intrinsic values can be grouped under: Historical, Spiritual
and Physical.
Near the town of Tamassee, SC is one piece of farm land that has been studied extensively using
Native Science and dowsing. Some of what has been found on that land stretches our
comprehension
HISTORICAL
Historically, beginning around the early 1500s and continuing until the mid to late 1700s, the
entire land mass of Oconee County, in the NW corner of the state, as well as much of the
surrounding counties was occupied by the Cherokee. There, they built their towns, grew their
crops, hunted for food, and foraged for medicinal plants as well as other items needed for
survival. By the mid-1700s, other smaller SC tribes such as the Congaree had moved into the area
as well. The Cherokee sided with the British during the Revolutionary war. In retaliation the
American Revolutionary forces burned all of the Lower Cherokee towns in 1776. The Cherokee
scattered to the south and the west leaving everything behind. The smaller tribes who had sided
with the Americans were not burned out.
In our 2019 report, The Common Tribal Culture of Principle Towns (Villages), we discussed the
common cultural features of Principle Towns which included a Dance Grounds, a Council site, a
Ceremonial Healing site and for some tribes a Ceremonial Burial site. Near the town where
Tamassee, SC is located today, there were three Cherokee towns: Eustustee, Choehee and
Tamassee. Eustustee was the principal town. The other two were satellite towns associated with
it. In our research over the past 4 years, we discovered that the Indians preferred to have each
of their common cultural features located directly over upwelling earth energies. Preferably, the
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town or village would be located in an area where the common features could be situated on the
energy sites. If the town could not be located where there were upwelling energy flows, the
people of the town would travel to sites that had these features. In the case of Eustustee, only
the Council site and Dance Grounds were located within the town site. The Ceremonial Healing
and Ceremonial Burial sites were located away from the town 1.5 miles to the SE. These two sites
were located on the farm property near Tamassee.
The reason these two sites were located on this piece of farm land is because the energy levels
on the farm are some of the highest we have measured. This energy provided a very powerful
site for ceremonies.
Ceremonial Healing Sites
Often, a Ceremonial Healing site is
marked by a Marker Tree centered
over the upwelling energy. An example
of a Healing Tree is shown to the right.
This one is located in Pickens County SC
just to the east of Oconee County. The
person to be healed by the medicine
person would be placed on the
horizontal arm of the tree or placed
directly under the center of the
horizontal arm where the energy
comes out of the ground.
Neither of the two healing sites on the
Healing Tree Mile Creek Park, SC
farm in Tamassee have a Marker tree
identifying the site. Both sites had to
be located using Native Science and dowsing. The main healing site has six upwelling energy lines
plus a 49-ring Geospiral centered on it. Thus, this is a powerful site. The secondary healing site at
the farm also has a 49-ring Geospiral centered on the site but only has two energy lines connected
to it. Both of these sites are being studied to determine their intrinsic healing capabilities for
illnesses. Obviously, these two healing sites were sought out by the Cherokee Indians because of
their healing power.
Ceremonial Burial Site
Like a Ceremonial Healing Site, Ceremonial Burial sites often have a Marker Tree identifying the
location of the site. The site on this farm does not have a Marker Tree. It had to be located using
Native Science and dowsing. This site has two upwelling energy lines located on a small hill on
the farm. Ceremonial Burial sites were reserved for the elite members of the tribe such as the
chief, medicine man, spouses of the tribal leaders and beloved elders. It is believed that
ceremonially, the body of the deceased was placed over the upwelling energy point and it
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remained there until the spirit left the body in accordance with tribal customs. It seems to have
been their belief that the upwelling energy enhanced the spirits ability to reach the afterlife. After
the spirit left the body heading to the afterlife, the remains of the body were then placed in a
common grave field near the Burial site. The grave field was located near the Ceremonial site on
the farm. However, for reasons unknown, the Chief, Medicine Man and Chief’s wife were buried
at a separate location on the property where several energy lines were located.
SPIRITUAL
It is our belief that the Native Americans thought that they could connect with their Supreme
Being through access to earth energy lines. Council sites, Dance Grounds and other ceremonial
sites placed over upwelling energy field locations allowed the Indigenous people to remain
spiritually connected throughout their daily life. Further, just walking in these energy fields surely
provided a spiritual feeling of wellness and calmness.
It has been well established that Indigenous peoples around the world located many of their most
sacred sites on Ley Lines. British amateur explorer, Alfred Watkins, first discovered what later
became known as Ley Lines in 1925 in the UK. He called them the Straight Lines and formed a
society of people to explore their existence. Later research determined that these lines or paths
of energy were magnetic and cover long distances on the earth surface.
A large portion of the farm land in Tamassee is covered with Ley Lines. In fact, a fairly large
portion of Oconee County, SC is covered with these energy Lines. Why the county attracts so
much energy is unknown but it seems that the county, at least this far in research development
of Ley Lines, has more Ley Lines than most other places in the nation.
Because of the accumulation of energy on the farm property, being in that energy may have the
capacity for greater spiritual awaking than many places in the US.
PHYSICAL
Terrain features, flora and fauna are all part of the physical characteristics of a site. However,
they are not included in this discussion of physical attributes of the property. This discussion is
focus on the hidden intrinsic values of the farm in Tamassee. These physical features are all
related to energy.
Ley Lines
As discussed previously, Ley lines are not commonly found to exist on the general land masses of
the nation. Researchers have produced diagrams of the Ley Lines predicted to occur over the US
and these are wide-spread across the landscape. Some maps of SC show a few to exist; other
show none. And yet, a brief investigation of just Oconee County found as many as ten Ley lines.
If a more thorough investigation was conducted, there may possibly be more. In an hour search
along Main Street west in Walhalla, SC, four Ley Lines were located.
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Ley Lines is a misnomer as they are not a line but rather a path of magnetic energy flowing in one
direction over hundreds if not thousands of miles. The pathway can be very small measuring only
several feet wide and as large as several hundred feet wide. Why one is small in size and the next
one larger is not known at this time. Also, until physical measurements can be made of the path
with precision instrumentation, we do not know if the energy is evenly spaced across the path or
concentrated in only a part of it.
The farm in Tamassee has two Ley Lines crossing the land in a northernly direction. One Ley line
of a width of approximately 60 feet is oriented to 020 degrees. The other is 110 feet wide and
oriented to 060 degrees. The two Ley Lines converge at a location about 650 feet north of the
farm. An attempt was made to measure their magnetic energy but the instrumentation was not
sensitive enough to make the measurement. How these lines affect the farm property is not
known but they obvious have some effect on the physical properties of the farm.
Direct Current and Rock Formations
After the farm was purchased, several acres of the farm was dug out to create a lake on the
property. During the digging a large quartz formation was located aligned to a NE direction.
Because it could not be removed, it was left in the lake bottom and is now under the water of
the lake.
In measuring the energy flows on the farm, it was discovered that there appeared to be additional
E-W Ley lines of energy crossing the farm property. However, these lines (pathways) of energy
were not magnetic but rather appeared to be Direct Current. Upon further surveying of the
property using Native Science and dowsing, it was discovered that there were three quartz
deposits on the property starting on the eastern side and extending to the west to include the
neighbor’s property. These quart deposits were from 10 to 30 feet deep below the ground
surface, aligned to 040 degrees, having a length of approximately 1,500 feet and being about 750
feet apart. A diagram of this geographic feature is shown on the next page.
Quartz is known to have some electrical properties. The farm property has significant ground
water with two wells producing in the 10’s of gallons per minute plus surface water from small
streams. On the west side of the property, the ground water can be seen emerging to form
swamp lands. Additionally, Oconee County is known for extensive silver and gold deposits. It is
believed there are some silver deposits on the farm property. An analysis of the geology of the
farm appears to indicate that the quartz in high ground water with silver deposits may be creating
a condition wherein the quartz formations are generating DC electrical currents between the rock
formations. If this is true, one would think that the phenomenon would be some sort of uniform
current flow between the rock formation. In fact, that is not true. What is occurring is the current
flows are concentrated in energy bands of 30-100 feet wide. A diagram of the measured bands
of energy shown in the Google Earth image provided on the last page of this report. The bands
are colored purple.
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Simplified Diagram of the Underground Formation of Quartz Rock Emersed in Water
Creating Direct Current Between the Formations
To test the hypothesis of this suspected DC current flows, two copper cladded ground rods were
driven 1-2 feet into the ground 3 feet apart. A Multi-meter with the capability of measuring
current in the microamps (10 to the minus 6) was used to measure any current flows between
the ground rods. Pictures of this experiment is shown on the next page.
For the easternmost quartz deposit, the ground rods were placed a few feet west of the deposit
and measurements made. There we found DC currents of 2.0 to 2.6 microamps. Measurements
made at the middle quartz formation, a portion of which is under the lake, we measured from
10.3 to 16.7 microamps at either side of the energy pathway and 6.0 in the center of the pathway.
This seemed odd in that one would expect the energy flow to be higher in the center and reduce
in value across the width of the pathway. In between two of the pathways, we measured a
current of 5.8 microamps. At the western most quartz formation which is located near the swamp
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lands, the measurements were 2.8 on the east
side of the formation and 28 microamps on the
west side.
From an analysis of the readings, it appears
that when the quartz rock formations are
located in a higher amount of ground water,
the generated currents are higher in value.
From all the measurements made of the DC
currents, it appears there is a counterclockwise
flow of DC current between the easternmost
quartz rock formation and the center
formation. Between the westernmost
formation on the neighbor’s property and the
center formation, there is a DC current flow in
a clockwise direction. When you measure the
current flow directly above the quartz deposit,
the flow measures zero.
Finding DC currents being generated in the
ground has never been seen to our knowledge
and a search of internet produced no technical
reports to document this phenomenon. A great
deal more research will be needed to begin to
understand this occurrence of generated
electrical currents in the ground

Current Measurement Experiment

Obviously, the Cherokee Indians could sense
the energy flows at the farm site and used it for
their important ceremonies. In addition, due to
the high amount of energy at the site, the
Cherokee used the site to bury their leaders
and other members of the tribe. Most of the
graves are located on top of energy lines. As
previously mentioned, we believe the Indians
considered it important to be buried on an
energy line to enhance their ability to reach the
afterlife.
A Google Earth image of the farm site is shown
on the next page. The Green lines show the Ley

Multimeter Device for Reading Currents
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Lines; the Purple lines show the Direct Current paths; the Orange lines are the Quartz deposits;
and the White lines show the Earth Energy lines.
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SUMMARY
We have spent the last four years studying Earth Energy Lines and only recently have added in
Ley Lines. We thought we had a good understanding of Earth Energies until we researched
Tamassee. Now, we are faced with a lot more research to gain a better understanding of the
types of Earth Energies, their energy values and their effect of the environment and humans.
Further, we need to gain a better understanding of how the Indigenous peoples knew about the
energies and used them in their day lifestyle.
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